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21 this is not really a marquise 
shape, so maybe just say 
the shape "evokes the cut of 
a diamond"

74634 Marquise Mini Pendant mini pendant lights, 
hanging light fixtures, 
ceiling fixtures

<h2>Delicate Pendant Light Illuminates a Work of Art </h2>The 
Marquise Mini Pendant light recalls a hand-cut marquise jewel. With 
"facets'" delineated by a delightful silver-leaf framework, pair it with 
several other Marquise Mini Pendant hanging light fixtures over a kitchen 
island or along a bay window. Hand-applied crystal beading makes this 
decorative ceiling fixture an adornment to any room.<ul><li>Slim steel 
frame in silver leaf with hand-applied strings of champagne crystal 
beading. <li>Hardwire. <li>Includes adjustable hanging chain and ceiling 
canopy. <li>Takes one 75-watt bulb, not included. Vintage-style bulb 
recommended. </ul>

15.75"H x 9.75" diameter. Chain: 60". Wire: 160". Canopy: 
1.75"H x 5.5" 
diameter.

74635 Bluffton 3-Light Chandelier rustic chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>Luxe Modernity Meets Mountain-Cabin Chic </h2>Our Blufton 3-
Light Chandelier is one ceiling light fixture evocative of many varied 
styles. Depending on your decor, it can recall an antique lantern, rustic 
chandeliers, a sleek, mod fireplace, or vintage art deco. Enjoy as a 
conversation piece hung low in a living room, or as a dining room 
chandelier over your dinner table. <ul><li>Unique mountain luxe design 
evokes the warmth of a fireplace. <li>Clear glass shade with metal trim in 
oil-rubbed bronze finish. <li>Perforated metal diffuser in oil-rubbed 
bronze finish. <li>Suspended from three steel rods in oil-rubbed bronze 
finish. <li>Hardwire. <li>Includes adjustable hanging chain. <li>Takes 
three 100-watt bulbs, not included. Vintage-style bulbs recommended. 
</ul>

33"H x 20" diameter. Chain: 60". Wire: 160". Canopy: 
0.75"H x 5" 
diameter.

74636 Bluffton Mini Pendant rustic pendant lighting, 
dining room lighting, 
hanging lights

<h2>Mountain-Cabin Chic In a Mini Pendant</h2>Our Blufton Mini 
Pendant is one ceiling light fixture evocative of many varied styles. 
Depending on your decor, it can recall an antique lantern, a sleek, mod 
fireplace, or vintage art deco. Enjoy as a conversation piece hung low in 
a living room, or pair this rustic pendant lighting with several others over 
your dinner table. <ul><li>Unique mountain luxe design evokes the 
warmth of a fireplace. <li>Clear glass shade with metal trim in oil-rubbed 
bronze finish. <li>Perforated metal diffuser in oil-rubbed bronze finish. 
<li>Hardwire. <li>Includes adjustable hanging cord. <li>Takes one 100-
watt bulb, not included. Vintage-style bulb recommended. </ul>

13"H x 6.25" diameter. Chain: 60". Wire: 160". Canopy: 
0.75"H x 5" 
diameter.

74637 Bluffton Flush Mount Ceiling Light flush mount lighting, 
flush mount ceiling 
lights, rustic lighting

<h2>Mountain-Cabin Chic With Warmth and Vintage Charm </h2>The 
Blufton Flush Mount Ceiling Light unobtrusively fills your entryway, living 
room or study with rustic lighting warmed by smoky glass. With its flush 
mount ceiling light, you can enjoy this chic, modern silhouette every 
evening. Ideal for a luxurious mountain resort experience with its rustic 
oil-rubbed bronze finish, pair it with vintage-look glass 
bulbs.<ul><li>Unique mountain luxe design evokes the warmth of a 
fireplace. <li>Clear glass shade with metal trim in oil-rubbed bronze 
finish. <li>Sides feature perforated metal diffuser in oil-rubbed bronze 
finish. <li>Bottom features sandblasted glass diffuser. <li>Takes two 60-
watt bulbs, not included. Vintage-style bulbs recommended. </ul>

5.75"H x 13.25" diameter.

74638 Bluffton Wall Sconce wall sconce lighting, 
wall light fixtures, light 
sconces, rustic lighting

<h2>A Wall Light Fixture With Undeniable Cool </h2>Whether flanking a 
doorway or bracketing a modern-style bedroom, our Blufton Wall Sconce 
takes rustic lighting to a new level by dialing down the intensity with 
smoky glass and dialing up the style. Wall sconce lighting that's equal 
parts lantern and contemporary fixture, you'll enjoy its statement-making 
look. Sleek midcentury design contrasts with its rustic material for an eye-
grabbing light fixture. <ul><li>Unique mountain luxe design evokes the 
warmth of a fireplace. <li>Clear glass shade with metal trim in oil-rubbed 
bronze finish. <li>Perforated metal diffuser in oil-rubbed bronze finish. 
<li>Takes one 100-watt bulb, not included. Vintage-style bulb 
recommended. </ul>

15.75"H x 6.25"W x 8.5"D. Backplate: 7"H x 5"W x 1"D. Safety listed 
for use in 
damp 
locations.

74639 Aveline 5-Light Chandelier traditional chandeliers, 
elegant chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>A Lightweight Take on Traditional Chandeliers </h2>Decorative 
without being overwrought like some traditional chandeliers, the Aveline 
5-Light Chandelier perfectly balances good looks and simplicity. This 
elegant chandelier is at home in a dining room, or even as a surprising 
ceiling light on a patio or over an entry. Dress up any space with its 
crystals and ghost pearls that swag delicately from white organza 
shades.<ul><li>Elegant brushed steel finish. <li>Three delicate chains of 
crystals and ghost pearls draped from arm to arm. <li>Includes five white 
hardback organza shades with grey trim. <li>Includes adjustable hanging 
chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes five 60-watt candelabra bulbs, not 
included. </ul>

26"H x 25.5" diameter. Shades: Each is 5.5"H x 
5.5" diameter.

Chain: 60". 
Wire: 160".

Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.25" 
diameter.
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74640 Aveline Mini Chandelier mini chandelier, 
traditional chandeliers, 
elegant chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>A Compact, Light Revision of Traditional Chandeliers </h2>The 
Aveline Mini Chandelier perfectly balances good looks and simplicity in a 
compact shape. This elegant chandelier is at home in a dining room, or 
even as a surprising ceiling light above the sofa or over an entry. Dress 
up any space with its crystals and ghost pearls that swag delicately from 
white organza shades, decorative without being 
overdone.<ul><li>Elegant brushed steel finish. <li>Three delicate chains 
of crystals and ghost pearls draped from arm to arm. <li>Includes three 
white hardback organza shades with grey trim. <li>Includes adjustable 
hanging chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes three 60-watt candelabra 
bulbs, not included. </ul>

18.75"H x 15.25" diameter. Shades: Each is 5.5"H x 
5.5" diameter.

Chain: 60". 
Wire: 160".

Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.25" 
diameter.

74641 Aveline Sconce traditional wall 
sconces, wall sconce 
lighting, wall light 
fixtures, light sconces

<h2>Delicacy and Jewel-like Lighting Precision</h2>The Aveline Sconce 
departs from traditional wall sconces with a wall light fixture that 
combines simple, light-filled materials (the silver gleam of brushed steel, 
the delicate tracery of a string of pearls). Enjoy its soft, cool glow emitted 
by a white organza shade bordered by a chic strip of grey trim. In a 
vanity, by a dressing table, or even in a living room these sweet light 
sconces add a delightful touch.  <ul><li>Elegant brushed steel finish. 
<li>Three delicate chains of crystals and ghost pearls draped from arm. 
<li>Includes white hardback organza shade with grey trim. <li>Takes one 
60-watt candelabra bulb, not included. </ul>

15.75"H x 5.5"W x 9"D. Shade: 5.5"H x 5.5" 
diameter.

Backplate: 
5.5"H x 10"W 
x 1.25"D.

74642 Aveline 2-Light Sconce traditional wall 
sconces, wall sconce 
lighting, wall light 
fixtures, light sconces

<h2>A Classic Look Combines Sweet and Stylish</h2>Our classic 
Aveline 2-Light Sconce combines simple materials (the silver gleam of 
brushed steel, the delicate tracery of a string of pearls) for decorative yet 
simple wall sconce lighting. Its soft, cool glow emits from a white organza 
shade bordered by a chic strip of grey trim. In a vanity, by a dressing 
table, or even in a living room these sweet light sconces add a delightful 
touch.  <ul><li>Elegant brushed steel finish. <li>Three delicate chains of 
crystals and ghost pearls draped from arm to arm. <li>Includes two white 
hardback organza shades with grey trim. <li>Takes two 60-watt 
candelabra bulbs, not included. </ul>

13.5"H x 13.25"W x 9"D. Shades: Each is 5.5"H x 
5.5" diameter.

Backplate: 
5.5"H x 10"W 
x 1.25"D.

74643 Tabby Mini Pendant glass pendant lights, 
modern pendant 
lighting

<h2>A Delightful Vintage Look With Softened Industrial Warmth 
</h2>Burnished metal, a glass pendant light with utilitarian chain, and 
classical shapes make the Tabby Mini Pendant perfect for translating the 
hard edges and dense shapes of industrial design into a warm, comfy 
experience. Complete the look with your own vintage-style bulb and 
enjoy this modern pendant lighting. Use them in a living room, over a 
kitchen island or  combine several in a row to create visual impact with 
classic style.  <ul><li>Clear glass ball shade. <li>Hardwire. <li>Includes 
adjustable hanging chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes one 60-watt 
bulb, not included. Vintage-style bulb recommended. </ul>

12.25"H x 8.5" diameter. Shade: 7.75"H x 8.5" 
diameter.

Chain: 60". 
Wire: 160".

Canopy: 1"H x 
5.5" diameter.

74644 Prescott 5-Light Chandelier traditional chandeliers, 
elegant chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>Old World Elegance with Clean Lines for Modern Spaces </h2> 
With lightweight arms that flourish to delicately support classically-styled 
bobeches, this Prescott 5-Light Chandelier provides a visually lyrical 
focus for a traditional or transitional room. Departing just enough from 
traditional chandeliers with its sleek, pared-down version of more ornate, 
elegant chandeliers, it grabs the eye with its simplicity. Ideal for a dining 
room or foyer, this ceiling light fixture is a designer's dream solution for 
tying together any space.<ul><li>Classic spindle shape with slim, curved 
arms. <li>Includes adjustable chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes five 60-
watt candelabra bulbs, not included. </ul>

27.5"H x 24.25" diameter. Chain: 72". Wire: 96". Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.5" 
diameter.

74645 Prescott 4-Light Pendant traditional pendant 
lighting, dining room 
lighting, hanging lights

<h2>Modern Lighting Shade and Traditional Structure Combine 
</h2>Enjoy the understand charm of classical wrought-iron traditional 
chandelier shapes surmounted by a mod, geometric lampshade in our 
Prescott 4-Light Pendant. The contrast between its contemporary linen 
shade and the elegant chandelier's decorative styling makes for a 
powerful visual impact. As a dining room chandelier or a stand-alone 
ceiling light fixture setting aglow the corner of a contemporary room, it's 
the ideal balance between form and function.<ul><li>Classic spindle 
shape with slim, curved arms. <li>Includes beige linen shade. 
<li>Includes adjustable chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes four 60-watt 
candelabra bulbs, not included. </ul>

26.5"H x 20" diameter. Shade: 7"H x 20" diameter. Chain: 72". 
Wire: 96".

Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.5" 
diameter.
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74646 Prescott 6-Light Chandelier traditional chandeliers, 
elegant chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>Refined, Elegant Chandelier Ideal for Completing Any Room 
</h2>This traditional chandelier boasts a refined sense of elegance and 
symmetry. Six graceful arms perfectly balance this ceiling light fixture to 
create a satisfying visual impression of an Old-World style dining room 
chandelier without unnecessary ornamentation. A lovely spindle-style 
column adds just the right amount of decorative flair. <ul><li>Classic 
spindle shape with slim, curved arms. <li>Includes adjustable chain and 
ceiling canopy. <li>Takes six 60-watt candelabra bulbs, not included. 
</ul>

27.5"H x 26.5" diameter. Chain: 72". Wire: 96". Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.5" 
diameter.

74647 Prescott 3-Light Chandelier traditional chandeliers, 
elegant chandeliers, 
dining room 
chandeliers, ceiling 
light fixtures

<h2>Small Spaces Light Up With This Traditional Chandelier </h2> 
Channeling the beauty and grace of our larger 6- and 5-Light 
Chandeliers into a more compact form, the Prescott 3-Light Chandelier 
packs some powerful decorative punch that's great for smaller spaces. 
Dress up a hallway, small room, study or even a patio or sunroom with 
this jewel of a traditional chandelier. Or enjoy it as a dining room 
chandelier on its own or in a pair; this elegant chandelier's bronze-hued 
finish and simple spindle column draw the eye and elevate any space. 
<ul><li>Classic spindle shape with slim, curved arms. <li>Includes 
adjustable chain and ceiling canopy. <li>Takes three 60-watt candelabra 
bulbs, not included. </ul>

21.75"H x 18.25" diameter. Chain: 72". Wire: 96". Canopy: 
1.25"H x 5.5" 
diameter.

74648 Prescott 2-Light Sconce traditional wall 
sconces, wall sconce 
lighting, wall light 
fixtures, light sconces

<h2>A Traditional Wall Sconce Can Be Both Elegant and Rustic at 
Once</h2>With humble hues and simple features, our Prescott 2-Light 
Sconce joins provides wall sconce lighting with an elegant, classical form 
that would still be at home in a rustic cabin or industrial space. This wall 
light fixture provides a traditional shape to modern colors and materials. 
Imagine yours casting a warm glow over a living room in a cozy cabin or 
an antique-stocked home.<ul><li>Classic spindle shape with slim, 
curved arms. <li>Takes two 60-watt candelabra bulbs, not included. 
</ul>

16.5"H x 12.5"W x 6.75"D. Backplate: 5.5" diameter x 
1"D.

Safety listed 
for use in 
damp 
locations.

74649 Prescott Flush Mount Ceiling Light flush mount lighting, 
flush mount ceiling 
lights

<h2>The Spirit of the Early 20th Century Lives on in This Lighting Style 
</h2> The humble charm of our Prescott Flush Mount Ceiling Light 
evokes busy days of bistros and bankers' buildings, when clean lines 
such as those found in this flush mount ceiling light were the very 
epitome of modernity. Gold-hued cream etched glass lends further to the 
antique look. This flush mount lighting is perfect for a hallway, home 
office or bedroom.<ul><li>Cream etched glass shade. <li>Takes three 60-
watt bulbs, not included. </ul>

6.5"H x 14.75" diameter. Shade: 3.75"H x 12" 
diameter.

Safety listed 
for use in 
damp 
locations.


